Provision of Feasibility study of a waste recycling Project

Sibanye-Stillwater with its operations based in Marikana, is looking for a Service Provider that will provide feasibility study of a waste recycling project. Full detailed scope of work available below:

Preamble of Scope of Work

A comprehensive feasibility study of a waste recycling project and a business plan. Must include a formal written Business Plan outlining the following:

Local and regional market assessment, identifying current competitors, likelihood of new entrants into the market, existing competitive forces on the industry.

Market Analysis

Pricing strategy

Proposed ownership structure, including projected shareholder agreements, external and internal communication plans.

HR requirements and development strategy/management, including technical and/or business training.

Quality assurance and/or control procedures

Financial management structures

Risk analysis and management plan (including governance and/or legal constraints)

Products and services mix (Available recyclable material)

Local SMME’s already operating in the local waste recycling industry in the area

Economic and financial analysis

Appropriate environmental policies and internal controls

Waste recycling business cycle (from collected raw waste products to value addition or processing)

1-Year Implementation Plan/Strategy, including the design, development / construction, production start-up and full production ramp-up phases.

1-Year Budget, including all start-up costs, physical infrastructure, raw materials and resources costs, as well as expectations of Sibanye Stillwater’s financial support.

Conceptual industrial layout, including infrastructure and/or environmental impacts, as well as management strategies.

Description of the projected direct and/or indirect beneficiaries, including potential spin-off benefits of the waste recycling within the local community.

Please note that all aspects of the feasibility study should be considered in the context of both opportunities and constraints.
The Purpose of this notification is to identify potential service providers for this business opportunity. Kindly respond to this announcement if you wish to be invited to tender and you and / or your partner meet the minimum criteria as set out below:

If you wish to participate in the tender process, kindly submit an email which contains the following information to paulos.sibanda@sibanyestillwater.com before closing date of 29 March 2021, 16:00 pm.

- Name and Surname
- Contact number
- E-mail address
- Company name
- Event Number #25114

PLEASE NOTE: The tender documents will be issued only after the closing date

This event was previously placed as EOI # 25114. All that applied on this event does not have to apply again and will be invited to tender.

N.B. PLEASE NOTE THAT SUPPLIERS FROM EASTERN CAPE GREAT KEI MUNICIPALITY WILL BE GIVEN FIRST PREFERENCE

PLEASE NOTE: There is no cost for the tender documentation.

Any questions or information requests can be submitted to: paulos.sibanda@sibanyestillwater.com